Complications of Cardiovascular Procedures: Risk Factors, Management, and Bailout Techniques

Complications of Cardiovascular Procedures provides interventional cardiologists, endovascular interventionalists, and physicians in training with a comprehensive resource on the prevention and management of complications in interventional cardiology.

The book focuses specifically on risk factors, prevention, and management with conventional and/or with bailout techniques and devices. It includes many images of common and rare complications and of devices.

The first section, on general principles, includes quality assurance, training requirements, legal considerations, adjunctive pharmacotherapy, and conscious sedation. Subsequent sections cover general complications of invasive procedures and complications of specific coronary interventions, noncoronary cardiac interventions, peripheral vascular procedures, pediatric interventions, and electrophysiology procedures.

--Provides information on risk factors and prevention
--Many images and illustrations of common and rare complications
--Guidelines for management of specific complications
--Diverse group of authors with specific expertise in interventional cardiology, structural heart disease, vascular surgery, interventional radiology, neuroradiology, electrophysiology, and pediatric cardiology

This title also has videos available for search and viewing on the OvidSP platform.
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